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Walk-in Theater
�Interaction�Design�for�a�Miniature��
Experience�with�Peripatetic�Cinema
R A C h e l  S T R i C k l A n d ,  e R i C  G o u l d  B e A R 

a n d  J i m  m c k e e

Inspiration and concept design for Walk-In Theater [1] 
sprang from Rachel Strickland’s Emptiness Can Hold Things 
[2] (Article Frontispiece). Improvising on techniques of poly-
linear perspective long explored in Japanese painting and 
landscape design, this work establishes a new vocabulary 
for the cinematic construction of place. Rachel Strickland  
and Jim McKee collaborated with Eric Gould Bear to devise 
a working model [3] that lets people preview the spatially 
distributed video environment in a 3D simulation with lo-
calized audio and also provides a rapid prototyping tool for 
configuring the assemblage of video projections and sound 
sources to fit different exhibit spaces (see Figs 1 and 2).
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Walk-in Theater is a portable virtual cinema for the display of spatially 
distributed multichannel movies (“walkies”). The miniature experience 
engages participants’ proprioceptors and spatial memory, allowing 
them to orient themselves as they navigate a field of scattered video 
streams and localized sounds reproduced on a handheld computing 
device. Departing from one-way linear cinema played on a single 
rectangular screen, this multichannel virtual environment pursues a 
cinematic paradigm that undoes habitual ways of framing things, 
employing architectural concepts in a polylinear-video polyphonic-sound 
construction to create a kind of experience that lets the world reveal 
itself and permits discovery on the part of beholders. Interaction design 
for Walk-in Theater supports approaches to cinematic construction 
that employ the ambulatory, multiple and simultaneous viewpoints that 
humans exercise in everyday life.
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Article Frontispiece. Installation sketch for Emptiness Can Hold Things: 
A Media Architecture Exploration in Multi-Stream Video Sound, 2005. 
(© Strickland & Bear)

Fig. 1. Portable peripatetic polylinear video player. Walk-in Theater runs on an 
Apple iPad. (© Strickland & Bear)

Fig. 2. Walk-in Theater uses the iPad’s magnetometer to establish orientation in 
the virtual environment. (© Strickland & Bear)
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moTive And momenTum

Peripatetic Perception

The psychologist James J. Gibson, a trailblazer in the field of 
perception, spoke of “paths of observation” to describe the 
way that we apprehend the visual world, not from any fixed 
point, but rather by walking and pausing and turning and 
looking around. Perception of the environment naturally ac-
companies the proprioception of our mobile bodies:

Animals and people do in fact see the environment during 
locomotion, not just in the pauses between movements. 
They probably see better when moving than when station-
ary. The arrested image is only necessary for a photographic 
camera. An observer who is getting around in the course 
of daily life sees from what I will call a path of observa-
tion. A path does not have to be treated as an infinite set 
of adjacent points at an infinite set of successive instants; 
it can be thought of as a unitary movement, an excursion, 
a trip, or a voyage [4].

We think with our bodies as well as with our minds. Our 
minds are motion sensitive and they are site specific. The 
flow of thinking is shaped by the places through which we are 
moving and the ways we are moving through them.

Environmental writer Rebecca Solnit has remarked: 

Walking, ideally, is a state in which the mind, the body, and 
the world are aligned, as though they were three characters 
finally in conversation together, three notes suddenly mak-
ing a chord. . . . The rhythm of walking generates a kind 
of rhythm of thinking, and the passage through a land-
scape echoes or stimulates the passage through a series of 
thoughts. This creates an odd consonance between internal 
and external passage, one that suggests that the mind is also 
a landscape of sorts and that walking is one way to traverse 
it. A new thought often seems like a feature of the landscape 
that was there all along, as though thinking were traveling 
rather than making [5].

A recent study at Stanford University demonstrated that 
“walking increases creative ideation. The effect is not sim-
ply due to the increased perceptual stimulation of moving 
through an environment, but rather it is due to walking.” 
Indeed, researchers observed that this effect was consistent 
whether subjects were stretching their legs outdoors or pac-
ing on a treadmill [6].

Gibson’s analysis of visual perception challenged main-
stream theories that construed vision as a kind of data pro-
cessing system whose input consists of images projected on 
the retina. “The visual field,” he argued, “is a product of the 
chronic habit of civilized men of seeing the world as a pic-
ture” [7]. Meanwhile, one might ask, why had Western art 
waited until the twentieth century to entertain the proposi-
tion of representing a mobile viewpoint? 

Was it the ascendance of film, or passing painterly preoc-
cupation with machines, or the influence of Einstein’s rela-
tivity theory that eventually prompted a stir after so long? 
Taking a cue from the locomotion photography studies of 

Étienne-Jules Marey and Eadweard Muybridge, Marcel Du-
champ’s 1912 painting Nude Descending a Staircase posed a 
female figure in perpetual stop-motion. Futurist painters, 
celebrating speed and transportation technology, likewise 
adapted Cubist multiviewpoint techniques to formulate their 
own vocabulary for making pictures of movement. In 1946 
Bauhaus educator László Moholy-Nagy proposed a space-
time curriculum for art that would be founded on research 
in human perception, and he advocated the cultivation of 
space-time acuity as the basis for a new aesthetic expres-
sion compatible with the emerging cultural epoch: “Vision 
in motion is a synonym for simultaneity and space-time; a 
means to comprehend the new dimension. Vision in motion 
is seeing while moving” [8].

Sculptor Richard Serra, who has characteristically de-
nounced the “figure on a pedestal” tradition [9], creates 
large-scale public constructions that oblige beholders to take 
a walk. Serra tells us that his turn to ambulatory spatial com-
position was prompted by a shift of awareness that occurred 
to him while walking in the temple garden of Myoshin-ji 
during a 1970 visit to Japan. 

Previously, in 1965 and 1966, I had lived in Florence, where 
the Renaissance idea that measured space in orthogonals 
prevailed. The Zen gardens were the opposite of that, in 
that your vision is peripatetic and not reduced to framing 
an image. It includes and is dependent upon memory and 
anticipation. . . . The relationship of time, space, walking, 
and looking—particularly in arcs and circles—constitutes 
the only way you can see certain Japanese gardens. I spent 
a lot of time in them, a lot of time just thinking about what 
it was that I was looking at. The act of seeing, and the con-
centration of seeing, takes an effort. The gardens impose 
that effort on you if you want to see them. It’s another way 
of ordering your vision, and it slows down your vision [10].

Polylinear Cinema

At intervals and thresholds of an urban landscape, Rachel 
Strickland’s Emptiness Can Hold Things experiments with 
peripatetic perception and the cinematic construction of 
place. This project pursues a new paradigm for synthesis 
of multichannel motion picture projection with spatially 
distributed cinema sound, lending architectural struc-
ture, and inviting proprioceptive awareness, to cinematic  
experience.

Suppose the intention of a movie is to register something 
that is fleeting—elements of a process, for example, a re-
sponse to prevailing conditions; or to reveal something that 
is otherwise invisible—drifts of a wind, the relationships that 
impart structure to an environment. Relinquishing narrative 
purposes and deviating from the synoptic, causal, chrono-
logical logic of plot-based linear montage, polylinear video 
affords a structure that is more akin to architecture than sto-
rytelling for capturing and articulating a kind of experience 
that belongs to many different dimensions.

A place is constructed in the mind. Whereas western ar-
chitectural design invests energy in the tangible matter of 
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enclosure, mass and façade, Japanese practice has embraced 
aspects of the environment that people neither see nor bump 
into—through a vocabulary of architectural gestures and 
cues that designate directions, interruptions, concentrations 
and dispersions of a habitable 3-dimensional field.

Recorded in Kyoto in 2006, with the support of a Rocke-
feller New Media Fellowship, Emptiness Can Hold Things im-
provises on techniques of polylinear perspective that have 
been employed in Japanese painting and landscape design, 
in order to explore formal and experiential principles inher-
ent in our definitions of place. Merging architectural space 
with cinematic construction, the objective is to invent and 
experiment with a cinematic language of place, captured in 
multiple perspectives and arranged with reference to a mo-
bile viewpoint that is propelled by feet.

Cylindrical and hemispherical theaters—from nineteenth-
century painted panoramas to twentieth-century planetaria, 
Omnimax and the present generation of digital projection 
domes—are still regarded by many as the quintessential 
forms of immersive cinema. These circumferential displays, 
originally associated with aspirations of heightened realism, 
as well as command of the horizon and democratization of 
perspective, dismiss framing and ellipsis in order to render 
an entire pictorial event visible from a single viewpoint, while 
placing the spectator at the center of an infinitely bounded 
worldview [11]. Panoramic theaters brought to spectators an 
all-encompassing vista, such as might be experienced from 
the fixed vantage point of a mountaintop lookout or a tower 
observatory.

In our terms, “vista complexity” predicts the minimum 
path of locomotion required for anyone to survey the features 
of a particular environment in order to comprehend its lay-
out and scope [12]. “Single vista” display environments—such 
as panoramas and domes—harbor no occlusions, and conse-
quently their features are fully discoverable from any point 
within the space. Spectators need only turn their heads. In 
order to acquire knowledge of a “manifold vista” display en-
vironment, participants must move themselves around visual 
and auditory obstructions and spatial discontinuities—as we 
are accustomed to engaging with the world at large. Now you 
see it, now you don’t. We use the word “walkie” to describe 
moving image-sound works that are created to be experi-
enced on foot in manifold vista environments.

As an immersive experience, Emptiness Can Hold Things 
places visitors among a cluster of framed views and localized 
sounds that are intersected by space. In contrast to single 
vista environments, where one monolithic view is projected 
on a continuous surface, peripatetic cinema entails a mani-
fold vista that is qualified by partial views and interrupted 
sightlines. The ambulatory participant is neither inside nor 
outside the display space. Here there is no privileged vantage 
point. Indeed, there is no point from which all images can 
be seen at once, and anyone must walk around to glean an 
impression of the whole. Nam June Paik (TV Garden, 1974), 
Steina Vasulka (Borealis, 1993), Gary Hill (Placing Sense ↔ 
Sens Placé, 1995) and Doug Aitken are several video artists 
who have experimented with this cinema genre.

Sound Makes the Distance of the Image Possible

Responsive elements in our peripatetic cinemascape are in-
tended for the purpose of making people conscious of their 
own perceptual meanders, trajectories and drifts of attention. 
Initially we had considered sensing visitors’ behavior as the 
basis for adding interactive effects to the video stream in real 
time. It became evident that a far more subtle, immersive and 
sensorial scheme for bringing attention to attention could be 
achieved with aural design. Sound makes the distance of the 
cinema image possible—surrounding and pursuing us as it 
fills the space between screens.

Using spatialized audio display technology, the acoustic 
dimension of the experience might be described as a kind 
of walkabout sonic sculpture whose characteristics change 
to reflect and emphasize spatial qualities and treatments 
associated with the different video locations, as well as the 
attention states, of audients. To this end, distinct keynotes, 
signals, soundmarks and sonic treatments are mapped to lo-
cations in the display environment as well as to consecutive 
moments in the video sequences themselves. Musical ele-
ments and metaphysical sounds, moreover, arise in a theater 
of the mind, whose outlines emerge as participants learn to 
suspend disbelief within this new image-sound field.

In the process of traversing the polylinear video envi-
ronment, the participant becomes aware of localized sonic 
regions (see Fig. 3). Within hearing range of image-sound 
streams that a participant can see, sources of sounds that 
emanate from off-screen may remain invisible and spatially 
discrete from video. Additional sounds—such as those that 
issue from passing motor vehicles, birds in flight, a gust of 
wind, the torrent of a river, or a flute player’s melody carried 
by a tease of breeze—literally travel through the environ-
ment, with potential Doppler effects.

Fig. 3. Representative model of a virtual environment containing three video 
panes. Each video pane is accompanied by a stereo speaker pair. A roving 
virtual camera at lower left, representing the participant’s point of view, is 
oriented facing northeast. (© Strickland & Bear)
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deSiGninG A miniATuRe TheATeR

Human Factors

Reproducing the sensorial qualities of peripatetic cinema in 
a handheld device calls for kinesthetic navigation techniques 
that yield sufficient feedback about the virtual environment 
to let participants size up and understand the space relative 
to their own bodies and feel confident wandering around it. 
As someone strolls through a distributed array of simultane-
ous videos and sound sources, cues that leverage propriocep-
tive receptors and spatial memory for knowing where s/he 
is should not distract from the person’s audience experience. 
Participants want the option to center and focus their gaze 
on a single video pane now and then, or to rest for a spell 
in fixed posture and orientation while selectively viewing 
one or another of the video streams. While the collective 
effect of many localized audio streams in concert renders a 
3D soundscape, specific audio cues can also alert a partici-
pant to edges and obstacles within the virtual environment, 
or to events developing outside the person’s current field of  
view.

Just how to establish any traction and maneuver a course 
within the universe of information one encounters is a prob-
lem that has been around as long as language and catches 
up with us again as unavoidably as human nature. Virtual 
environments and mobile computing technology only give 
the old quandary a different twist. Computers encode in-
formation in ways that have little in common with people’s 
everyday intuitions about finding, tracking and drawing 
associations among things. The fact that multidimensional 
virtual spaces are far more difficult for people to navigate 
than the real world defines a classic conundrum in the field 
of human-computer interaction [13]. Compared with screen-
based GUIs that let people find their way amid data, the navi-
gational interface of a virtual environment must also enable 
participants to keep track of their own body positions and 
maneuvers. 

Walking in Virtual Reality

The not-so-simple act of walking in the world at large is en-
abled by astonishing multisensory and motor integration. 
A pedestrian relies on visual, auditory, vestibular and pro-
prioceptive cues to assist posture and gait control. Emulating 
natural walking in a virtual environment poses one of the 
toughest challenges in human-computer interaction [14]. 
Consider, for example, that vision ordinarily plays a pre-
dominant role in maintaining a person’s equilibrium [15]. Slip 
into a head-mounted display (HMD) and you may feel safer 
sitting down. To balance with two feet standing in one world 
while the visual field goes elsewhere requires extraordinary 
coordination [16].

Virtual reality applications have demonstrated interaction 
methods with various devices for traversing simulated 3D 
environments. While virtual environments (VE) on desk-
top computers provide almost no body-based information, 
HMDs replace the sights and sounds of the physical world 
with those of a virtual place. Movement of the participant’s 
head may be detected by the system and used as input to 

influence the drawing of the elements of the virtual world 
on a visual display from the perspective of a virtual camera 
that tracks with the participant’s eyes.

Participants’ control of their apparent locomotion in com-
puter games and VEs has been accomplished using players’ 
own locomotion (i.e. literally walking around) and hand 
gestures (e.g. pointing in a direction to move), as well as di-
rectional and omnidirectional treadmills. Physically moving 
one’s body supports formation of mental models of distances 
traversed in the VE. Such interaction techniques have been 
shown to improve the accuracy of participants’ spatial cog-
nition.

Yet physical locomotion can be impractical when using a 
virtual environment application on a handheld computing 
device—especially when operated in a place whose dimen-
sions are smaller than the dimensions of the VE. Imagine, for 
example, walking around your living room in order to travel 
isometrically through a formal garden. Your very real furni-
ture and walls would present obstacles almost certainly not 
correlated with the leafy corridors, topiaries and fountains 
available to be explored in the botanical VE. 

A lighter-footed approach to self-motion simulation, un-
encumbered by physical locomotion interfaces or HMDs, 
might turn instead to subtle cognitive cues for providing 
body-based sensory information that will enable effective 
traversal of the virtual place and support spatial knowledge 
acquisition [17].

Walking with a Mobile Device

The present generation of handheld computing devices, such 
as Apple’s family of iOS devices, employ a variety of sensors, 
including magnetometers, gyroscopes and accelerometers. 
With so many participant input and feedback instruments at 
their disposal, iOS developers nonetheless confront a limited 
number of dimensions of control with a myriad of discrete 
nonstandardized mapping options (see Fig. 4A–F). Appli-
cations designed for handheld devices have demonstrated 
techniques that put all this new instrumentation to good 
use—for orbiting virtual objects, for panning and zooming 
documents, for controlling virtual vehicles and for navigat-
ing single vista VEs that are typically of “personal scale” [18].

Videogames are more likely to assume an “architectural 
scale” [19]. As for manifold vistas, first-person shooter games 
offer classic examples of situations where players must scurry 
all over the combat zone hiding from armed villains and 
dodging obstacles.

Designing natural interactions for systems that afford 
participant control of both location and orientation poses 
a curious predicament, due to the limited number of ordi-
nary gestures that correspond to intuitive proprioceptive 
responses among people, objects and the environment. Any 
control variables not readily mapped to natural body move-
ments must be relegated to such contrivances as joysticks, 
keyboards and multitouch gestures or on-screen buttons  
and sliders.

If rotation of a device around a device’s y-axis is mapped 
to rotating the orientation of a virtual camera left and right, 
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then the same maneuvers cannot reasonably be used to scroll 
a document or pan left and right in a VE. If rotation of the 
device around its x-axis is mapped to rotating the orientation 
of a virtual camera up and down, then the same maneuvers 
cannot be used to zoom in or out on a document or move 
forward or backward in a VE. And if rotation of the device 
around its z-axis is mapped to pivoting the virtual camera 
clockwise and counterclockwise, then the same interactions 
cannot be used to steer. Every sensor/result interaction map-
ping choice precludes a direct mapping of the same sensor 
to a different result, and it is not obvious (a) which device 
sensor data set logically maps to which interaction result and 
(b) which mappings are compatible with one another for si-
multaneous utilization in a gestalt experience.

From a purely mathematical standpoint, many combina-
tions of previously taught techniques for mapping sensor 
data are possible. But when it comes to human factors, get-
ting the user experience right is rarely obvious. The sheer 
number of sensor-to-result interaction mappings available 
to designers makes appropriate combinatorial solutions even 
less evident. There is no commonly understood approach to 
simultaneously mapping multiple dimensions of sensor data 
to interaction results for the creation of a navigable VE—
much less a VE that displays many simultaneous streams of 
video and sound—on a handheld device.

It remains for the experience designer to unpuzzle: (a) a 
viable collection of sensor/result interaction mappings, (b) 
techniques for overloading sensor data utilization to obtain 

multiple feedback results from common data, and (c) ap-
propriate thresholds, damping rules and interpretation algo-
rithms to assure participants’ successful navigation.

Walk-in Theater solves the problem of ambulatory navi-
gation through virtual space with a novel and nonobvious 
combination of input sensor data mappings that recruit a 
participant’s spatial memory and proprioceptive sense of 
place. The system employs a simple human body language for 
peripatetic discovery, without resort to buttons, keyboard, 
joystick or touchscreen interaction. Ordinary locomotion, 
orientation and stabilization gestures propel navigation 
among polylinear video and sound streams that are spatially 
distributed in a virtual environment of architectural scale 
and manifold vistas.

inTeRACTion SequenCeS

Walking

Locomotion in Walk-in Theater is accomplished by pivoting 
the iPad around its x-axis. Figure 5 illustrates a walking in-
teraction sequence. The participant’s view appears on a hand-
held display. A corresponding map of the VE indicates virtual 
camera position and orientation for each successive view.

The maps show three video panes with colocated virtual 
speakers. Sounds left and right of the participant’s viewpoint 
are produced as if coming from left or right, respectively. 
Loudness varies as a function of proximity to the mobile 
viewpoint. Although an iPad with one monophonic speaker 

Fig. 4. A range of primitive motions readily sensible by handheld computing 
devices. (© Strickland & Bear)

Fig. 5. Pivoting frontally moves the virtual camera forward in the virtual 
environment. (© Strickland & Bear)
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can only express distance through volume attenuation, add-
ing stereo headphones brings listeners into a binaural 3D 
sound field. 

When someone pivots the tablet down, that person’s view-
point moves forward in the space. Approaching a video pane 
causes it to fill more of the iPad’s screen, while sounds from 
its virtual speakers are produced louder and with increasing 
stereo separation. Pivoting the iPad up moves the viewpoint 
backward. 

While rate of travel accelerates and slows in proportion to 
the pivot angle, both absolute and relative speeds are always 
constrained to maintain the participant’s sense of walking at 
a comfortable pace.

Looking Around

Figures 2 and 6 illustrate a turning interaction sequence and 
related visual display states.  Rotating one’s body left and right 
in the physical world controls orientation of the virtual cam-
era. Responding to a participant’s compass orientation, Walk-
in Theater displays the landscape of the walkie—a parallel 
world bound to the body’s rotational axis.

Shuffling Sideways

Figures 4E and 4F illustrate tip right and left gestures, re-
spectively. Tip right (or left) interactions cause the virtual 
camera to track to the right (or left). The virtual camera also 
rotates around its z-axis in the opposite direction to bring the 
horizon in the VE closer to parallel with the real ground—
counterbalancing the tip of the device.

uSABiliTy TeSTinG

In March 2015 we undertook a study to compare people’s ex-
periences wearing an HMD with using a tablet computer to 
navigate a manifold vista environment. Twenty-two subjects 
were instructed to play a game that required intercepting as 
many cubes as possible in a given time while avoiding colli-
sion with translucent walls (see Fig. 7). Each subject played 
the same game three times in randomized order with (a) the 
handheld tablet interactions of Walk-in Theater described 
above, (b) a stereoscopic HMD equipped with gamepad con-
troller and (c) the same HMD programmed to respond to 
postural gestures. In the latter configuration, rotating one’s 
head/body left or right changed the direction of view, while 
leaning forward or tipping the head down resulted in forward 
movement.

Kinesthetically engaged participants perceived posture-
based HMD navigation as the most active of the three cir-
cuits—drawing analogies with skating, skiing, dancing and 
riding a horse or Segway. The gamepad-HMD experience 
was reported to be “disjointed” or “disconnected”—remind-
ing subjects of hovering, floating, flying or being transported 
by a moving walkway. Subjects prone to motion sickness re-
ported an easier time with tablet than HMD, explaining that 
the real-world peripheral view was a stable reference that 
enabled their bodies to remain grounded in physical space. 
Compared to the HMD, tablet interactions were more often 
described with verbs such as walking and strolling.

AppliCABiliTy

Our discussion thus far has focused on a virtual cinema plat-
form for displaying polylinear video and polyphonic sound. 
The peripatetic-proprioceptive design principles and solu-
tions of Walk-in Theater potentially extend to a variety of ap-
plications that use virtual environments. Media installation 
prototyping, architectural simulation, street-view mapping, 
gaming and remote control of telepresence vehicles, as well as 
user interfaces for document and image searching, browsing 
and retrieval, are some examples that come to mind.

Artists and museum curators can prototype the design of 
exhibits, then test virtual experiences and fine-tune com-
ponents of the installation prior to physical construction. 
Walk-in Theater provided the basis for previsualizing an im-
mersive video installation that celebrated the choreography 

Fig 6. Rotating around the body’s vertical axis aims the virtual camera in a 
new direction. (© Strickland & Bear)

Fig. 7. Stereoscopic view of testing environment, as presented via head-
mounted display. (© Strickland & Bear)
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of Deborah Hay, exhibited at the Blanton Museum in Austin, 
TX, February–May 2014 [20]. Whole Point Space for iPad [21] 
invites viewers to drop into the choreographer’s imagination 
while stepping into a performance amongst three dancers 
who are projected on four diaphanous screens (see Fig. 8).

Prohibited from leaving Beijing, the Chinese artist Ai Wei-
wei could not visit Alcatraz while planning an exhibit for this 
former penitentiary. Among seven site-specific installations 
that Ai conceived for @Large (September 2014–April 2015), 
Stay Tuned occupied 12 single cells in A Block. Visitors enter-
ing the cells listen to words, poetry and songs of people incar-
cerated for expression of their beliefs. San Francisco sound 
engineers used Walk-in Theater to model acoustics of the cell 
block and to allocate sounds among cells prior to installing 
Stay Tuned in the physical space (see Fig. 9).

Cinema and digital media have much to glean from ar-
chitecture and place-making traditions. Places are structures 
of communication and collective memory. A place is an or-
ganization, and memory is often an articulation of space. 
The “method of loci” practiced by ancient Greek and Roman 
orators, for example, was a mnemonic technique that relied 
upon architectural recall for the extemporaneous recitation 
of epic poetry or lengthy discourses stored in memory [22]. 
Walk-in Theater not only supports peripatetic approaches to 
polylinear cinematic construction; the experiment further-
more probes new dimensions of experience design, modeling 
an architecture of spatial montage that holds provocative im-
plications for design of actual as well as virtual media instal-
lations. More generally, this work advances the proposition 
that our experience of walking suggests a system for mapping 
and navigating a complex information space, because people 
mostly do not perceive their pedestrian environment as be-
ing particularly complex.
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